Abstract. Deforestation is a transformation of functional programs to remove intermediate data structures. It is based on outermost unfolding of function calls where folding occurs when unfolding takes place within the same nested function call. Since unrestricted unfolding may encounter arbitrarily many terms, a termination analysis has to determine those subterms where unfolding is possibly dangerous. We show that such an analysis can be obtained from a control ow analysis by an extension with integer constraints { essentially at no loss in e ciency.
Introduction
The key idea of ow analysis for functional languages is to de ne an abstract meaning in terms of program points, i.e., subexpressions of the program possibly evaluated during program execution Pa95]. Such analysises have been invented for tasks like type recovery Sh91], binding time analysis Co93], or safety analysis PS95]. Conceptually, these are closely related to A. Deutsch's store{based alias analysis De90] or N. Heintze's method of approximating the collecting semantics by means of set constraints He94] . N. Heintze especially observed that a formulation by constraints allows for a derivation of very fast approximation algorithms. It is our aim to enlarge the area of applications of this type of analysis by extending it with additional constraint systems. We examplify our idea with a problem related to deforestation.
In 1988 Observe that whenever the function of the function call to be unfolded is de ned by case distinction on the topmost constructor of some argument and the corresponding actual parameter is just a free variable, then the newly introduced function is also de ned using pattern matching on this argument. Unfolding stops whenever (an instance of) the same expression is going to be unfolded twice (in our example flip(flip t)). In this case, it is folded to a call of the corresponding new function (in the example to (f 1 y1) and (f 1 y2), respectively).
In Sa95], D. Sands proves that (even the higher order extension of) this transformation is indeed correct. Unrestricted unfolding, however, may lead to an arbitrarily growing number of new functions. Two typical examples are given by the two implementations of the reverse function for lists given in Fig. 1 and 2 (cf. S 94b]). In the version of Fig. 1 One idea to deal with such unappreciated behavior is to mark certain subterms as potentially dangerous and ignore these during the deforestation. This idea, proposed already in Wa88] has been elaborated by Chin in Ch90, Ch94] . In S 94b] S rensen presented a nice analysis to detect potentially dangerous terms. The analysis consists of two steps. First, the unfolding process of deforestation is approximated by a tree grammar. Secondly, necessary conditions are formulated for accumulating parameters resp. obstructing function calls to occur. By showing that (extended) treeless programs pass his test 1 he could show that his method results in an improvement of the original method.
We recast S rensen's analysis by means of constraint systems of very simple forms. The basic one, operating with a nite set of terms, is used for abstracting the control ow of unfolding. The iteration process of computing the set of constraints for control ow analysis is used to produce a system of integer contraints. By this approach we achieve: { a much simpler presentation; { a more informative analysis: besides classifying function calls or argument positions as potentially dangerous or harmless, it also gives information about possible depthes of expressions encountered during transformation 2 ; { an easy correctness proof; { a simple and e cient implementation with polynomial runtime.
We also conjecture that generalizations to an analysis of more general transformations become easier.
In this paper we concentrate on the analysis itself. For detailed information on deforestation and its relation to program optimization and partial evaluation, consult, e.g., Wa88, S 94a, GJS94] . The paper is organized as follows. First, we shortly formalize the deforestation transformation. Next we introduce the constraint systems we are going to use. Then we present the analysis. A proof of it's correctness follows. Finally, we discuss the kind of information obtained by the analysis.
Deforestation
For simplicity, we consider just a rst order language whose expressions consist of terms t built up from variables (ranged over by x) and constants by constructor and function applications. We distinguish two kinds of functions: those (ranged over by f) which are de ned without pattern matching and those (ranged over by g) with pattern matching on the top constructor of their 0{th arguments. h is meant to range over both constructor and function names. j let x = t 1 in t 2 (let construct) As in S 94b], the let{construct is used to mark dangerous subterms.
Assume t is not a constructor application. Then t uniquely can be decomposed into t = e r] where r is the subterm of t which by CBN reduction strategy is going to be reduced next and e is its reduction context. Formally, reduction contexts are de ned by: e ::= ] j g e t 1 : : : t n The depth depth(t) of a term t is de ned as usual where nullary symbols have depth 0. For reduction contexts we de ne their depth by depth( ]) = 0 and depth(g e t 1 : : : t n ) = 1 + depth(e).
A program p in this language consists of a sequence of (possibly) mutually recursive function de nitions together with one main expression main.
p ::= letrec defs in main main ::= t defs ::= j f x 1 : : : x n = t ; defs j g (c x n+1 : : : x m ) x 1 : : : x n = t ; defs For convenience, we denote the right hand side of function f by t f and its formals by x f i . Accordingly, the right hand side of function g corresponding to constructor c is denoted by t g;c whereas its formal parameters are x g 1 ; : : : ; x g n together with variables x g;c n+1 ; : : : ; x g;c m from the pattern.
The deforestation procedure D is based on outermost unfolding of terms possibly containing free variables. Besides the term it is applied to, a call of D receives as an additional argument the set of currently existing function de nitions. Accordingly, its result consists of a term together with a possibly enlarged set of function de nitions. It is for simplicity of the presentation that we omit making the bookkeeping on function de nitions explicit. Thus, we leave the set of already existing function de nitions before the call implicit and only indicate possible newly created function de nitions by means of a where{construct. Case (1) indicates that deforestation is pushed down through outermost constructors; case (2) describes unfolding of f{functions whereas cases (3) and (4) describe unfolding of g{functions. In case (3) the outermost constructor of the 0{th argument is known; therefore the resulting new function is an f{function.
In case (4) however, the 0{th argument is a variable and therefore not known at transformation time. Hence, the resulting new function is a g{function. In all cases (2), (3) and (4) In our analysis we only need constraints without occurrences of \\". Constraint systems of this type have been considered for Control Flow Analyis, e.g., in Pa95, PO95].
In our analysis, we additionally need the special case where A contains just one element, say 1. In this case, 2 A is isomorphic to the 2{point domain 2 = f? @ >g. It turns out that adding such constraints is a convenient tool to abstract special reduction strategies. For modelling CBN, it is su cient to consider constraints of the form X w 1. In case, more complicated reduction strategies are studied, also more complicated constraints might be reasonable. Note that N does not satisfy the ascending chain condition. Therefore, an approach using naive xpoint iteration may not su ce to compute the least model. In Se94] it is shown that this least model nevertheless can be computed 3 . Various algorithms are considered which compute the least model e ciently for di erent forms of systems. In general, the least model can be computed in time O(jSj 2 ) where jSj denotes the size of constraint system S. In case, no minimum operator occurs even time O(jSj) su ces.
The Analysis
The key observation for the construction of the analysis is that we can ignore folds. We consider arbitrary sequences of outermost unfoldings of terms possibly containing free variables. This unfolding is approximated by a control ow analysis. What we are aiming to guarantee is that during unfolding only nitely many expressions e h t 1 : : : t n ] are encountered. Instead of counting di erent expressions we compute upper bounds for their depthes. This approximation is obtained as the least model of a system of integer constraints which is generated during control ow analysis.
Let A denote the set of all non{variable subexpressions occurring in program p together with a special symbol denoting a free variable. For approximating the unfold steps, we use simple constraints on A where restriction to outermost unfolding is taken care of by constraints over 2. Therefore, our analysis considers the following variables for every occurring subterm t: The algorithm basically consists in iteratively putting up constraints for these variables. Formally, the resulting set S of constraints can be denoted as the least xpoint S = F where F is a monotone function operating on sets of constraints which commutes with binary \ ". F can be decomposed into F x = S p (New p x) S p is the initial set of constraints, whereas New p describes how, depending on already found constraints resp. their least model, new constraints are added.
Finally, the set I of integer constraints contained in S are extracted. The least model of these contains the desired information. Removing line (3) from the de nition of S p and lines (3), (6), (10), (12), (15), (20), (22), (25) and (28) (26) and (27) re ect that deforestation is also pushed through outermost constructors of the term the new variable x is bound to, whereas lines (23) and (24) indicate that the value of the whole expression is just the value returned for t 2 where x is treated like a global variable.
Consider, e.g., the following example program of ow analysis would result in the set of constraints of Fig. 6 During the computation of the data ow constraints on the variables t] ], integer constraints are generated. Line (3) in the de nition of S p ensures that a t] ] measures the depth of t { increased by the possible values for variables occurring in t. Lines (10) , (12) and (20) (15), (20) and (25) are responsible for propagating the depth of a reduction context of a function call or let statement to the residual subexpression after unfolding. Additionally, in line (12), the depth is increased when passing from a call to a g{function to its 0-th argument.
Finally in line (22), the depth of a reduction context in which a variable occurs is propagated to the term to which it is possibly bound. The set of integer constraints generated for the program in Fig. 5 is given by Fig. 8 
